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The perspective I cali «postethnic» puiis together and defends
certain elernents of multicuituralism, and criticizes others. A
postethnic perspective is suspicious of the authority that society
has traditionaiiy aliowed skin color and bodiiy shape to exercise
over culture and over social affihiations. This perspective tries to
balance an appreciation for comrnunities of descent with a de
termination to make room for new communities, and it pro
motes sohdarities of wide scope that incorporate people with
different ethno-racial backgrounds. A postethnic perspective is
not an ail-purpose formula for solving policy problems; it is
merely a distinctive frame within which issues in education and
politics can be debated.

A postethnic perspective develops and applies cosmopolitan
ideais in a specific historical context: that of the past quarter-cen
tury’s greater appreciation for a variety of kinds of ct/mie
connectedness, In contrast to the liberai critique of «ethnocen
trism» prominent during the middie decades of the century,
recent thinking about «comrnunity» has attributed to iocai, re
gional. reiigious, and ethno-racial units a capacity for the forma
tion of human character said to be lacking in the national and
giobal affiliations favored by «universaiists», Moreover, many
ideas that vere presented in the 1950s as «human nature» or
«American culture» bave turned out, under critica1 scrutiny, to
be the particuiar interests of historicaily specific, empowered
groups. Where all of humankind was once taken to be the
referent, we are now more inchned to speak about, or on behalf
of, an «ethnos», a particular solidarity rooted in history. The
term «postethnic» marks an effort to articulate and develop
cosmopolitan instincts within this new appreciation for the
«ethnos». Postethnicity is the critical renewal of cosmopohtan
ism in the context of today’s greater sensitivity to «roots>. «Rooted

This essay is adapted from Chapter Six of DA, HOLLINGER, Postethaic
America: Beyond Multiculturalism, New York 1995.
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Cosmopolitanism» is indeed a label recently adopted by severa1
tbeorists of diversity whom I take to be moving in the direction
I cali postethnic2.

But the significance of the notion of «postethnic» should not
be exaggerated. li rcfers to a ciuster of insights and dispositions
that are actuailv quite widespread in our time. I hope these ideas
can play a greater roie in our national — and internationai
conversations about diversity if thev are identified, elaborated,
and associated with a narne, The word «postethnic»3is a practi
cal, hnguistic device designed to stabilize and rnake more easily
available a set of ideas that now flow in and out of muiticuhuralist
discourse with the imperceptibie case of tidal waters in a la
goon.

A postethnic perspective on communities of descent within
the United States entaiis the principie of affiliation by revocabie
consent. This rnodest choice-rnaximizing principie supports the
renewal and critica! revision of those cornmunities of descent
whose progeny choose to devote their energies to these commu
nities even after experiencing opportunities for afflhiating with
other kinds of people. A postethnic perspective denies neither
history nor biology, nor the need for afflhations, but it does deny
that history and biology provide a set of ciear orders for the
afflhations we are to make. I want now to turn to the sketching
of a postethnic perspective on American nationality.

Among the historic acts for which President Woodrow Wilson
is rernembercd is the bringing of the Jirn Crow system of racial
segregation to the Arnerican capital city. White Washingtonians
did not lack rneans to discriminate against their black fellow
citizens before Wilson carne to town in 1913, but the first
southcrner to occupy the White House since the Civil War did
come with something new: the South’s system of separate-and
unequal public accornrnodations and services that survived until
dismantied by protest movements and court deckions in the
1950s and 1960s. Although Wilson’s institutionalization of ra
cia! discrimination is sornetirnes seen as an anomaiy in a pro
gressive president’s vision for America and the world, there is a
certain logical consistency between this act and another histoic
act for which Wilson is aiso remembered: the championing of

2 M. COREN, Rooted Cos’nopolitanisrn. in «Dissenr», FaIl 1992. pp. 478-483;

13. ACKERMANN. Rooted Cosmopo/itanis’n, in «Ethics», CIV, 1994.
pp.

516-535.

The word «postethnic» first carne to my attention when I saw it in W.

SOLLORS,A Critique ofPure Pluralisrn, in S. BERCOVITCH (ed), The Reconstruct

ing of ilmerican Literarv I-Iirtory, Cambridge, Mass,, 1986, p. 277.

the cause of «national self-deterrnination» on the part of the
various ethnic groups of Europe after World War I.

Wilson’s advocacy of the nationalism of Czechs, Poles and
other rninorities within the oid European empires was of course
intended to liberate the downtrodden, while bis advocacy of the
Jirn Crow system cannot be so construed. But \Vilson’s acts at
the Versailles conference of 1919 bespoke an «ethnic» rather
than a «civic» nationalism, just as his commitment to racial
separation in the United States cornprornised the non-ethnic,
«official» ideoiogy of the Arnerican nation. The «nations» to
which Wilson ascribed a right to seif-determination were ethnic
entities, even if sorne of the new states Wilson heiped lo create —

especially Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia
— were more

multi-ethnic than his theory warranted. Indeed, the dissolution
of Czechoslovakia and Yugosiavia in our own time are events
more truly Wilsonian in spirit than were these Versailles-created
states to begin with.

The case of Woodrow Wiison drarnatizes and renders histori
cally concrete a distinction benveen «ethnic» and «civic» na
tions4 essentiai to the development of a postethnic perspective
on Arnerican nationhood and the Arnerican nation-state. The
nationaiism we hear the rnost about today in the Balkans, in
South Asia, and in the parts of Europe that were once within the
Soviet Union, hoids ethnicity to be the proper foundation of the
nation. Nationality, in this view, is based on descent. The true
nation is a solidarity grounded in what its adherents understand
to be primordial ties, not any instrurnental or accidental connec
tions.

Ethnic nationalisrn clairns «that an individual’s deepest at
tachrnents are inherited. not chosen», writes Michael Ignatieff
in his television series and book, BZood and Belonging, as he
larnents the persistence of primordially deflned conflicts in North
cm Ireland, Kurdistan, Quebec, and several sites in eastern
Europe and the Balkans. The more precarious principle of civic
nationality, according to Ignatieff, asserts that the nation should
be composed of all those — regardiess of race, color, creed,

This distinetion is proving more useful than ever to students of natinnalisms,
pan and present. Sec. for example. one of the rnost ambitious books ver ad
clressed to the topic, L. GREENFEJ.D, iCztionaiism: Five Roade to Modernit,
Camhndge. Mass., 1992. esp. pp. 11-12. The utilitv of the civic-ethnie distinc
tion is accepred by Greenfeld’s mosi effective crine, Stanlev 1-Ioftinann, whose
brilliant review should be read by anyone using the Greenteld book or other
wise interested in the difflculties of defining and addressing «nationalism»: The
Passion ofModernity, «Atlannic», August 1993, pp. 101-108.



gender, language, or ethnicity who subscribe to the nation’s
politica1creed, This nationalism is called civic because it envis
ages the nation as a community of equal, rightsbearing citizens,
united in patriotic attachment to a shared set of political prac
tices and values’.

Civic nationalism is the variety of nationalism developed the
most conspicuously by the United States and France following
the revolutions of 1776 and 1789, and also by the countries of
Latin America who declared their independence early in the
nineteenth century. The revolutionaries who created the United
States and the Latin American repubiics «shared a common
language and a common descent with those against whom they
fought», Benedict Anderson has emphasized in Irnagined Com
munities, the most provocative and influential book on nationaL
ism written in our time6. Nationality, in this second view, is
based on the principle of consent, and is ostensibly open to
persons of a variety of ethno-racial affihiations. A civic nation is
built and sustained by people who honor a common future more
than a common past, The United States has never been without
a battie of a kind between the illegitimate ethnic nation and the
official civic nation, This is the classic conflict between the
nation’s strictly nomethnic ideology and its extensively ethnic
history. The damage the eehnic protmnation of Anglo-Protestants
— and later of white Americans generally — inflicted on ethno-racial
groups imperfectly protected by the civic nation endows the
multiculturalism of our time with its politica1intensity. An ironic
consequence of this welbdocumented history is that American
criticisms of the civic nation are now voiced not only by those
purporting to speak on behalf of «the people who buiit this
country» but also by persons carrying the mantie of ethnoracial
minorities. If echoes of the older nativism can stili be heard in
some of the calls for a «more Christian America» emanating
from the religious right, the tables bave partly turned. The civic
nation, so long accused of being too commodious, too accepting
of «outsiders», is now credibly accused of being too insensitive
to the group needs of people who bring non-European ethnicities

M. IGNATIEFF, Blood and Belonging: Journeys into the New Nationa1is,
New York 1994, pp. 67, 249.
6 B. ANDERSON, Imagined Communities: Rejlections on the Origin and Spread
ofNationalism, 2nd. ed,, New York 1991, p. 47. In his preface to the secend
edition of thìs book, Anderson complained bitterly and justly that most discuv
sants of the first edition (1983) had ignored his ernphasis on the New World and

continued to theorize about nationalism on the hasis of the «ethnolinguistic
nationalism» of Europe (xii).

into the republic. The claims of diaspora and of conquered
peoples are raised against pressures for assimilation.

Yet it would be a mistake to conflate America’s version of the
battie between the ethnic and the civic nation with the versions
of this battie now being fought in Kurdistan, Bosnia, and most
of the other parts of the world that generate today’s headlines
about nationalism, Many of those disputes feature one or more
defacto ethnic nations struggling against one another, and most
of them entail either the creation of new states or the drastic
redrawing of state boundaries, This is simply not the situation in
the United States. Even the overwheiming majority of those
AfricanAmerican and Latino intellectuals whose programs for
cultural enclaving and group entitlements lead their most hos
tue critics to cali them «separatists» do not advance movements
for separate sovereignty remotely comparabie to that found in
the Canadian province of Quebec or the Tamil region of Sri
Lanka,

Exactly what piace suh ethno-racial solidarities should bave
in any particular civic nation needs to be vorked out within the
circumstances of that nation. No one begins with a clean siate.
No one can simply draw up any system of affihiations at all. But
a civic nation can play a role in the dynamics of affiliation that
an ethnic nation cannot. The civic nation is located midway, so
to speak, between the ethnos and the species. It can mediate
between them, and all the more signiflcantly when the society is
diverse: a civic nation mediates between the species and those
ethno-racial varieties of humankind represented within its bon
ders.

«Mediation» can be of many sorts. This description of civic
nations as «mediators» flts well the old AustroHungarian cm
pire, with its many semi-autonomous peoples being governed by
the old Hapsburg monarchy. So, too, does the description flt
some of the dictatorial states of Africa that bave inherited bor
ders set by the European colonial powers. One can «mediate»
by telling everyone what to do, by virtually ceding authority to
regional or ethno-racial sovereignties, or even by establishing
hierarchies of groups and systems of apartheid.

When the role of mediation is performed by a democratic
polity without falling into universalist conceits, however, it can
be a signiflcant step in the struggie for achieving sound affihia
tions. Of the various «we’s» availabie, a civic nation with demo
cratic aspirations and a sense of its own historical particularity
can be a rather attractive candidate, given the alternatives. The
philosopher Thomas Nagel has recently argued that the inher
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ently dangerous but indispensable instinct for «solidarity» is
better acted upon in relation to a democratic nation-state than
in relation to «racial, linguistic, or religious identification» on
the one hand, or«the world» on the other.

The United States is not the only democratic, civic nation to
mediate modcstly between the species and its ethno-racial vari
eties. Canada is another, and examples from other continents
might include Argentina. Brazil, and Zimbabwe. But the United
States has excmplified both democracy and the principle of
civic nationality for a longer period of time than have any of the
comparably multi-ethnic societies. The national community of
the United States — the «we» that corresponds to citizenship —

mediates more dzrectlv than mosf ot/2er nalional’ communities do
between the species and the ethno-racial varieties of human
kind.

This is not to say on behalf of Americans, «we are the world»7.
This popular trope may help us recognize the diversity within
American society, hut it also threatens to deceive Americans
into supposing that the varieties of humankind are no more
various than those prominently represented within the borders
of the United States. It also tempts us all to underestimate the
cultural particularity of the United States, ignoring the continu
ities that cut across ethno-racial and other lines, and enable
people living in most of the rest of the world to identify many
people as Americans when they appear abroad. Further, the
sense that the United Statcs is isornorphic with the world por
tends an imperialist propensity to take it over. The points I am
making about the United States are more modest.

The United States is unusual in the extent and passion with
which its ideological spokespersons accept and defend the nation’s
negotiated, contingent character within a broad canopy of uni
versalist abstractions derived from the Eniightenment. «America
is still a radically unfinished society», Michael Walzer has re
cently reminded us in tones reminiscent of Randolph Bournc’s
characterization of a dynamic, «trans-national» America wel
coming and transforming many varieties of humankindt.But

Sec G. YUDICE. We ore Not the World, In «Social Text>’, nos. 31-32. 1992

pp. 202-216.

M. WALZER, What Does It Mean fo Bo ce ‘American?, in «Social Rsearch».
LVT1, 1990, o 614. Although \Valzer comments extenswely on Ilorace Kallen’s
devclopment of the idea of «cultural pluralism», Walzer’s own position would
seern to be closer to Bourne’s interactionist ideal for American ethnic groups
than to Kallen’s tendencv to encourage in each group a greater measure of

interna1 solidaritv.

Bourne spoke against the torrent of nativist, Anglo-Saxonism
that eventually curtailed immigration in the 1920s; while Walzer
speaks at the nation’s touted multiculturalist moment, in an
atmosphere of increasingly widespread acceptance of cultural
diversity as a national virtue. The constructed, profoundly non
primordial character of national solidarity in the United States
is openly avowed, and treated as a virtue rather than an embar
rassing compromise.

The United States is unusual, moreover, in that it is actually
making some progress toward rendering its open and flexible
self-image less fraudulent than it once was. A new demographic
diversity — marked the most dramatically by the numbers and
varieties of Asian and Latin American immigrants and thcir
offspring now part of American society — has diminished yet
further the privileged connection between American nationality
and Anglo-Protestant ancestry challenged earlier by Catholics.
Jews, other European ethnics, and the African-American de
scendants of slaves. A «Chinese ethnic» can of course be a
citizen of France or of Great Britairi, or even of Israel orlapan,
but in all of these cases he or she will encounter a national
community with a manifestly more ethnocentric social history
and public culture than he or she will encountcr in the contern
porary United States. Moreover, when this «Chinese ethnic», or
a «White Southerner», or any other American rooted in any one
particular enclave within the United States manages to identify
with the American people as a whole, that American takes a tiny
but ideologically significant step toward fraternal solidarity with
the species. Th say thzs nc’ed be to celebrate America, but to
perform a comparative evaluation of the world’s national culture
considered as instruments of egalitarian values.

I do not propose to minimize the reality of ethno-racial preju
dice, discrimination. and violcnce within American society. Nor
do I wish to reawaken the dangerous myth of the «chosen people».
bearing. in Melville’s apotheosis. «the ark of the liberties of the
world»9.One can easily enumerate the failures of the American
effort to «share» American liberties with the world, and to
guarantee these liberties to those of its own citizens lacking the
privilege of Anglo-Protestant ancestry. Indeed, so conscious are
many of us today of American arrogance — and so appalled at
the uncritical enthusiasm for Arnerican military power displayed
by much of the public during the Persian Gulf War of 1991 —

H. MELVILLE, White-Jacket or The World in a Man-of-W2r, New York 1979,
p. 153 (originally published 1850).
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that many American intellectuals tend to avoid earnest discus
sions of Arnerican nationality out of fear that the topic itself can
yield only chauvinism. But the ideological resources of the United
States are simply too useful to dernocratic egalitarians to be
concecled to the Far Right.

The value of a democratic nation-state that is commodious
enough to sustain diversity yet cohesive enough to guarantee
rights and provide for welfare is too easily lost from view as we
try to absorb and assess the global scale on which rnuch of life is
now lived, The relative significancc of the nation-state as an
institution, we are told with increasing assurance and frequency,
is declining proportionately with the rise in influence of «trans
national» or «postnational» organizations and loyaities. But «a
cosmopolitan, post-nationalist spirir» stili depends, as Ignatieff
insists. «on the capacitv of nation-states to provide security and
civility for their citizens»10.

This insight is lacking in much recent talk about the emerging
«post-national» order, which breathes an air of political unreal
ity. One of post-nationality’s most thoughtful and learned en
thusiasts, the anthropologist Arjun Appadurai, describes the
Olympic movement as «only the most spectacular among a se
ries of sites and formations on which the uncertain future of the
nation-state wiil turim”. But the Olympic games turn out re
peatedly to serve as arenas for an exuberant nationalism in
which individuaI athletes are virtually carried about the stadium
and the world’s electronic media by the flags and anthems of
their sponsoring states. The Olyrnpic movement proved unablc
even to prevent Tanya Harding from skating at Lillehamrner
after she admitted to a very non-Oiympic degree of involvement
in the attack on her rivai, Nancy Kerrigan.The American repre
sentatives of the Olympic movement were thwarted by the threat
of a civii suit; what stood in the way of the Olympic movement’s
enforcing of its own ideals was the American nationstate’s rules
for protecting the rights of its citizens.

The amount of «post-national» significance carried by othcr
transnational formations Appadurai mentions is also open to
question. Amnesty International, Habitat for Humanity, Oxfam
and «networks of Christian philanthropy, such as World Vi
sion»12 are no doubt virtuous, valuable organizations, but we

10 M. IGNATIEFF. Blood and Belonging, p. 13.

A. APPADURAI, Pat’,4tism and Its Futures. in «Publie Culture”, V. 1903, pp.
419-420.
12 Tbtdern, p. 419.

should not kid ourseives about the power they wield. Appadurai
is also cheered by cases of ethno-racial diasporas that do not
express themseives in the form of demands for territorial states
— he mentions Armenians in Turkey and Kashmiri Hindus in the
Indian capitai of Delhi — but these are weak indicators of the
promise of a postnational order when we have before us ex
amples of so many stateseeking and state-redesigning move
ments. On whom can diasporic minorities truly count for the
enforcement of their rights other than the state in which they
reside? And from what authority do such rights derive? The
force of «world opinion» and of internationai organizations
such as the United Nations do matter, but not much.

Nation-states stili do matter, enormously. Yet the nationstate,
so iong a dominating presence in the world, does face pressures
that are often counted as a crisis. These pressures are invoked
by two of our era’s buzz-words, «globalization» and «particular
ization». The capitalist economy has always been international,
yet unti1 recently most theorists of its expansion anticipated that
the social and cuhural pecuharities of distinctive localities would
steadily diminish as a resuit of incorporation within a singie,
«modem» world-system. As the range and pace of economic
integration has sharply increased, however, especiaily since the
early 1970s, a host of particularist movements have resisted
cultural homogenization. The strident assertion of particularity
on the part of various rehgious, ethnic, and regional communi
ties is stimulated in part by resistance to the western culturai
values that often come with more complete integration into the
world-capitalist economy. But this «particularization» is sorne
times actualiy facilitated by the strategies of «giobalization». In
the «culture industries», observes Kevin Robins, «the drive to
achieve ever greater economies of scale» dictates the targeting
of «the shared habits and tastes of particular market segments at
the global level» rathcr than by geographic proximityt3.Both
local and diasporic taste-communities are thus reinforced by the
sophisticated marketing strategies of multinational corporations
eager to exploit a particular culture-market wherever it may be
geographically located.

In this context of simultaneous globalist and particularist pres
sures, the link between the «nation» and the «state» may loosen.

13 K. ROBINS, Global Culture, in S. hALL - D. HELD - T. MCGREW (eds),
Modernity andIto Futurex. Oxford 1992, p. 317. This entire volume is ar excep
tionallv lucjd and fair-minded introduction to the political-economic and cul
tural crcumstances now confronted by industrial societies in an era of rapidl
increasing interdependence.
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Nation-states exist when the apparatus of a state is associated
with a peopie who think of themselves a nation, but history is
fihled with nations lacking states and with states lacking a popu
lation united by the strong sense of peoplehood that makes a
nation. Since a state functions better if the population supports
it, leaders of states are naturally eager to convince their citizens
that they constitute a nation whose will is expressed by the state.
Just how convincing or fraudulent are a given state’s claims to
speak for a nation is the perenniai issue in the history of modem
nationalism, and is acutely felt by civic nation-states being told
that they embrace rnany nations who should, perhaps, have
their own states. Whatever tensions exist within any given
nation-state betwecn its nation and its state are intensified by
the dynamic of globalization and particularization. States wili
continue to exist, of course. What they viil respond to, how
ever, may not be a nation. It may be. instead. a multitude of
constituencies united less by a sense of common destiny than by
a will to use the state as an instrument of their particular agen
das.

Isn’t that what nation-states have alwavs been? Some would
interpret the history of the United States itself as essentially a
story of successfui and unsuccessful struggies by various groups
to direct the power of the state to support their own interests.
The element of truth in this point threatens to obscure a feature
of the nation-state worth pondering as peopie decide how much
of themselves to invest in the American naional «we». The
appeal to a common destiny — to a sense that Americans are all
«in it together» — has been a vita1 element in the mobilization of
state power on behalf of a number of worthy causes. The suc
cesses of the Civil Rights movement owed something to this
intangible nationalism. «It was the United States, the American
people -. not just some of them», as historian David Farber has
summarized the matter — that African-Americans vere abie to
hold responsible «for guaranteeing one standard of basic social
provision, justice, and equality before the law»’.

The building of the welfare state, too, was justified with refer
ence to a sense of nationhood. The Progressive Movement an
the New Deal and the Great Society, whatever cisc they maV
have been, were decidedly «nationalist» movements, claiming
to speak on bchalf of the American nation, Not all claimns to a
common, national interest are equally disingenuous. If the United
Statcs of the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s had been possessed of a

stronger sense of nationai solidarity, it is possibie that agreeing
upon a national system of health care would have proved less
formidable a challenge for the American polity.

What the world-wide crisis of the nation-state has done to the
United States is to piace under renewed pressure a national
solidarity that has always been episodic. One source of pressure
is the diasporic consciousness that flourishes under the aegis of
multiculturalism. This consciousness is guardcd about the Amen
can nation because of its assimilationist potential, but iooks to
the state as a source of entitlements. The seconci source of
pressure on the Amenican nation-state is considerably more por
tentous, but gets insufficient attention in discussions of «sepa
ratism». This is the opportunity that globalization presents for
Amenican capitalists to maintain and increase their profits witb
out attention to the economic and social welfare of the nation.
More and more of their empioyees uve in Manila, Taipei, and
the Dominican Republic. A business dite with a transnational
focus wiil find certain uses for the American state, but it has
httle need for the nation. From the Amenican national commu
nity, this business dite can, in sorne ways, «separate» itseif.
Those who worry about the «fragmenting» of America wouid
do vell to attend more ciosely to this varicty of separatism.

The American nation, in the meantirne, has not gone unat
tended. While diasporic consciousness and multinationai con
porations render the American nation less vita1 and immediate
for Amenicans caught up in «particularization» and «giobaliza
tion», the nation is being claimed with increasingly fierce determi
nation by a third constituency. A complex of movements and
organizations commonly associated with «middie America» and
evangelical Christianity, and with the earnest defense of «family
vaiues», are prominent elements in this third constitucncy. These
people tend to be suspicious of the state, except as an enforcer
of personal morality, but they believe, with a vengeance, in
«America». Their politica1 heroes include Congressman Newt
Gingrich and the television and radio commentator, Rush
Limbaugh.

These three constituencies are not the oniy players in the
Amenican drama of the nation’s relation to the state. But all
three are prominent in the cast of characters, and each helps to
loosen the specific link between nation and state that facilitated
the expansion of public responsibility for welfare and that re
sponded to the Civil Rights movement. All three of these con
stituencies are the object of cnitical argumentation. Robert Reich,
James Fallows, and others have tried to persuade the business14 D. FARBER, The Age ofDreams: Ameca in the 1960’s, New York 1994, p. 66.



elite of the importance of the nation”. Arguments to the effect
that the «middie Americans» bave too narrow a culturai sense of
the American nati6n and too restricted a political sense of the
American state are staples of multiculturalist discourse. Less
easy to come by are arguments of the kind I am making here. I
believe that proponents of diasporic consciousness bave rather
less te fear from the American nation — and more to gaie — than
many of them acknowledge, and that the cosmopolitan element
in multicuituralism is compatible with a strong affirmation of
American nationahty.

The terms in which Appadurai casts his obituary for the Amen
can nation-state exempiifies, once again, a position increasingly
popular in multicuituralist circies, and thus invites criticai ap
praisai bere. The United States has generated «a powerfui fabie
of itseif as a land of immigrants», says Appadurai, who asserts
that the old liberai ideas about American nationality simply
cannot deal with the «thoroughly diasporic» reaiities presented
by recent immigration. Appadurai urges attention to «the differ
ence between being a land of immigrants and being one node in
a postnational network of diasporas». The United States is «no
ionger a closed space for the melting pot to work its rnagic», but
a piace «peopie come to seek their fortunes but are no longer
content to leave their homelands behind». A suitabie noie for
the United States is to serve as «a free trade zone for the genera
tion. circulation, importation, and testing of the materials for a
world organized around diasporic diversity». In diis context,
patriotism for the United States might well be replaced, or
supplemented, by a series of«new sovereignties», of which «queer
nation may be oniy the first», foilowed, perhaps, by «the retired.
the unempioyed, and the disabled, as weli as scientists, women,
and Hispanics»°”. -

Appadurai exaggerates the novelty of the contemporary con
ditions that inspire bis observations. The history of the United
States suggests this nation-state to be more equipped than most
are to cope with a wonid of simultaneousiy giobalizing and
particuiarizing forces. The vitaiity of immigrant communities
eariv in the century, as measured by foreign-language newspa
peri and publishing houses, rendered the United States in the
1920’s decidediv more multiculturai than it is new. In the Pohsh
ianguage aione there were being regulaniy published in the

‘ R REICH Wr& of i\aflons J FLLOv s Hort the World worbs in «Mlan
tic», December 1993, pp. 61-87.
16 A. APPADURAI, Patrtiiism, cii., pp. 423-425, 427.
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misconi., ptioiì rhat. the 13O’ i Q24 immigration greatiy diflered
from thc poNi- I 965 irnrniratinn in the timing and intensitv of
ilnn]iEralit ai tjchinent to the L.Jnited States.

Student.z nf rodi’ ‘e di.isporas md their relation to the Ameni
can natinriai ci mnnitv wouid do weli to exainine the canlier
case il one cii the burepean groups that eventually pnoduced
pant of the American mainstream: the Itaiians. More than haif of
the neanly four million people who entered the United States
from Italy berween [899 and 1924 decided not stay. If the <me1ting
pot» ever worked in the «closed space» invoked by Appadurai
as the salient historical contrast to today’s diasporas, it did so
oniy duning the 1924-1965 intennegnum between migrations and
even then was affected by a cuituraily conspicuous migration
frorn llitler’s Europe and by a steady stream of illegai immi
grants from Mexico. The new immigration since 196.5 is behav
ioraiiy mixed, like the old. Today’s demography of immigration
has its novelties, but uncertain attachment te the United States
is not one of them.

The fundamental difference between the two immigrations is
not that one was assimilationist and the other diasporic; rather,
the economie conditions bave changed. The oppontunities in a
highly controlled. service-oriented economy are narrower than
in the expandirig. production-oriented econorny of the eariier
era of massive immigration. There are additional differences
between the tvo grear migrations, but most of them render the
American nation-state more important, not iess, to the hves of
immiorant wori’ers tiian it was in 1890 or 1910. In the era of
<frce Im nigration» it as e:Isier fon foneign workers te move in

ani out ni the Lnirecl Statcs ai vili than it is today; now, move
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ment is more tightly regulated. Today’s immigrants are more
prepared for a measure of assimilation by the world-wide influ
ence of Arnerican popular culture; most are more culturaiiv
attuned to the United States before they arrive in the United
States than were their counterparts of a century ago. More im
portantly, immigrant communities are also acculturated into a
vastiy different politica1 atmosphere. «Uniike the political insti
tutions in piace during the last great wave of immigration»,
observes Peter Skerry, «those in piace today» encourage immi
grants «to define themselves as a victimized group that cannot
advance without the help of racially assigned benefits» derived
from the state’8.

Appadurai’s vision of America as home to an expanse of par
ticuiarist affiuiations, too, is more traditional than he seems to
realize. The assertion of group identities is so mainstream an
activity that it is often observed that to affirm such sub-nationai
identities is an American ritual. Organized interest groups, more
over, have iong been a stapie of American pubiic life, and in
exactiy the categories hsted by Appadurai: the retired, women,
ethno-raciai groups, and trade and professionai associations.
The proliferation of voluntary associations in the United States
has been a staple of commentary on American society since
Toqueville. Some of these affihiations were decidedly
trans-national, iike the vast movement in support of Christian
missions, associated with missionar organizations of \Vestern
Europe. Today, the Amcrican Association of Retired Persons, an
organization of thirty-three miilion dues-paying rnembers, seems
abie to handie its dual loyaities — to the aged, and to the nation
— rather comfortably. Whether it makes sense to cali Queer
Nation and the AARP «sovereignties» is dubious, however, and
mav exaggerate their power’9.

Ceiebrants of diasporic soiidarities are sometimes siow to ap

predate the reality, integrity, and positive value ot the larger
American sovereignty. They treat «common ground» not as a
commitment to one another within which we negotiate a future
across the lines of acknowiedged and respected difference, the
way juries work toward a common verdict without pretending
to cobapse the differences they bring to the task; rather, «con

18 SKERRY, Mexican-Americans, p. 7.
19

For a careful exploration of the prospects of divided sovereignty, sec T.W.
POGGE, Cosmopolitanism andSovereignt, in «Ethics», 1992, pp. 48-75. Pogge
is a strong «voluntarist». engaged especially by political comrnunities of «con
sent» that overricle, rathcr than build upon, cthno-racia]ties.

mon ground» is feared as a trick to hoodwink some Americans
into sacrificing their interests for someone else’s interests dis
guised as a common interest.

Americans have become too afraid of each other, and too
unwiiling to take up the task of buiiding a common future. Part
of the problem is with the notion «common», which when coupled
with «ground» is often taken rather preciousiy to impiy a uni
form opinion on whatever questions are at issue. The nationai
community’s fate can be common without its will being uni
form, and the nation can constitute a common project without
embracing all of the projects that its citizens pursue through
their voiuntary affihiations.

From a postethnic perspective, the United States certainly can
and should be a setting for the deveiopment of a great number
of voiuntary associations of many different sorts, inciuding
transnationai affiliations. But the temptation to regard the United
States as merely a container of cuitures that come and go, rather
than as a cultural entity in itself, shouid be examined in specific
relation to some of the lessons learned during the age of
ethnos-consciousness we have just experienced. If peopie do
need to «belong», and if there is no escaping the drawing of
«boundaries», these insights can appiy to the national commu
nity of the United States as weil as to more giobal and to more
local solidarities. If all solidarities are uitirnateiy constructs, and
not primordial, it will not do to pronounce «artificial» the cui-
turai continuities that have developed in relation to the Amen
can nation-state, and to then take at face value the clairns to
«authenticity» made on behalf of other cuitures. Indeed, the
distinction between «civic» and «ethnic» eventually breaks down
because over the course of time civic affihations help to create
those that are evcntualiy recognized as ethnic.

A measure of historicai particulanitv can heip to save the United
States from the illusion that it is a proto-world-state. The United
States wili fali weil short of its potential as an agent of
democratic-egalitarian values if it tries to stretch itseif to accom
modate on the same terms every diaspora, every claim to group
rights, every set of taboos and inhibitions that demand respect
in the name of diversity. Rather, it makes more historical and
pracrical sense for the United States to maintain its own public
culture — constantiy contested and cniticaily revised, to be sure —

against which the demands of various particularisms shaii be
obliged to struggle within a formai constitutionai framework.
The United States should not try to be all things to all people.
Amenicans can even be «a peopie», so iong as they remember
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that they are not a «chosen peopie», or even the «aimost chosen
peopie» invoked by Lincoln, but mereiy a people arnong peoples
in the sense that Geertz urged a modest «we» understood as «a
case among cases, a world among worlds».

The «Americanizers» of the eariy twentieth-century were clearly
wrong to have tried to make America into a monolithic culture.
1-brace Kallen made an equally conservative mistake in the
opposite direction by wanting to reduce the United States to an
administrative canopy under which a variety of «old-world»
clans could perpetuate themselves. Both resisted novelty. Both,
like their less extreme successors on today’s «middie American
right» and today’s «multiculturalist ieft», tried to resoive the old
American problem of «the one and the many» by relaxing it, by
pushing toward either «one» or «many». A postethnic perspec
tive is willing to uve with this probiem, and to treat it as an
opportunity, rather than to try to escape frorn it.

A postethnic perspective invites critica1 engagement with the
United States as a distinctive locus of social identity mediating
between the human species and its varieties, and as a vita1 arena
for politica1 struggles the outcome of which determine the do
mestic and global use of a unique concentration of power. Such

engagement with the American nation need not preclude
other engagements, inciuding affihiations of varying intensity
and duration defined by materia1 or imagined consanguinity. A
virtue of the term postethnic is to distinguish the perspective on
Anierican nationality sketched here from any reversion to a
preethnic perspective on that nationality, according to which the
general question of the ethnos is dismissed rather then criticaliy
addressed and the specific issue of ethno-racial identity is sup
pressed by a monolithic «100 percenter» notion of American
citizenship. Being «an American» amid a muitiplicity of affihia
tions need not be dangerously threatening to diversity. Nor need
it be too shallow to constitute an important solidarity of its
A postethnic perspective embodies the hope that the United
States can be more than a site for a variety of diasporas and of
projects in colonization and conquest.

American Ethnicity
in Post-National Perspective

R. Craig Nation

Professor Hollinger’s argument is organized around three con
trasting representations of the piace of ethnicitv anci nationai
ism in Arnerican political life. Two of these can be described as
mildly caricatured xtremes, and the third as an idealized alter
native.

In the first piace there is the familiar image of the American
meiting-pot, in which ethnicity gives way to assirnilation on
behaif of a dominant conception of nationality. The resuit is the
kind of imaginary, sanitized Americanism portrayed in the im
ages of Norman Rockwell — an America with Archie Bunker as
sage, Rush Limbaugh as prophet, and Newt Gingrich as mes
siah.

The opposite extreme is that of contemporary «multicuitural
diasporic consciousness», characterized by the passages cited
from Barbara Hernstein-Smith and her so-called «laissez-faire
multiculturalism». In the extremes to which it is being taken in
the United States (as rendered by Appldurai Arjun for cx-
ampie) this approach is portrayed as increasingly subversive of
any kind of viable civic consciousness and therefore an impedi
ment to effective public policy. The exampies cited are fairly
representative of one current of thought in contemporary de
bates, but the position as a whole is once again represented as a
caricature. Arguments on behalf of an assertive multicuituralisrn
which demand the nurturing of difference are represented bere
as httle more than recipes for an anarchic and clestructive tribal
ism.

These images are set up as straw peopie which the author
proceeds to knock down to make way for the idealized alterna
tive of «postethnic nationality». The key ingredient is a concep
tion of «civic nationalism» purged of cuitural hegetnonism and
intolerance, mixed with a depiction of an imagined America in
which «cosmopohtan multiculturalism is compatibie with a strong
affirmation of American nationaiity». In this happy iand the
classic civic virtues anci the ideals of citizenship and responsibii
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